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Abstract
Background Head/neck dynamic response to perturbation has been proposed as a risk factor for sports-related concussion.
Objectives The aim of this systematic review was to compare methodologies utilised to assess head/neck dynamic response
to perturbation, report on magnitude, validity and reliability of the response, and to describe modifying factors.
Methods A systematic search of databases resulted in 19 articles that met the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Results Perturbation methods for head/neck dynamic response included load dropping, quick release and direct impact.
Magnitudes of perturbation energy varied from 0.1 to 11.8 J. Head/neck response was reported as neck muscle latency
(18.6–88.0 ms), neck stiffness (147.2–721.9 N/rad, 14–1145.3 Nm/rad) and head acceleration (0.2–3.8g). Reliability was
only reported in two studies. Modifying factors for head/neck response included younger and older participants presenting
increased responses, females showing better muscular reactivity but similar or increased head kinematics compared with
males, and bracing for impact limiting muscular activity and head kinematics.
Discussion Substantial differences in experimental and reporting methodologies limited comparison of results. Methodological factors such as impact magnitude should be considered in future research.
Conclusion Each methodology provides valuable information but their validity for anticipated and unanticipated head impacts
measured in vivo needs to be addressed. Reports on head/neck response should include measurement of transmitted force,
neck muscle latency, head linear and rotational accelerations, and neck stiffness. Modifying factors of anticipation, participants’ age, sex, and sport are to be considered for head/neck dynamic response.
PROSPERO Registration Number CRD42016051057 (last updated on 27 February 2017).
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Modifying factors for head/neck dynamic response that
need to be considered in studies are anticipation (‘bracing for impact’) and participants’ age, sex, and sports
participation.
There was initial evidence for neck muscle reactivity and
neck stiffness being associated with risks of sustaining
high-magnitude head impacts.

1 Introduction
In collision sports such as rugby and American football, participants engage in contacts such as tackles and collisions,
exposing them to multiple impacts and stresses [1, 2] that
can result in injuries to the head and neck [3, 4]. Cervical
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spine injuries and concussions are reportedly the most common injury types recorded in collision sports [5, 6]. Participation in collision sports and the accumulation of impacts
to the head and neck can result in long-term impairments
such as chronic neck pain [7, 8], pathological changes in
spinal morphology [7, 8], neurocognitive deficits and psychological complications [9, 10]. These complications can
affect players at all levels of participation [9, 11]; therefore,
the development of injury prevention strategies is crucial
to assist with the management and prevention of head and
neck injuries.
Head and neck injuries often occur simultaneously
[12–14] and typically result from two types of events [15,
16]: (1) a ‘direct blow to the head, face, neck’, where the
neck is placed in tension by the head [17, 18]; or (2) a ‘direct
blow on the body with an impulsive force transmitted to the
head’, where the neck has to prevent extreme head motion
(i.e. a whiplash-like situation) [19]. The head’s motion, in
particular linear and rotational accelerations, is proposed to
have a direct link to the risks of concussion and to microstructural and functional changes to the brain [20, 21]. As
a result, accelerations have been studied in vivo in many
different sports [22–24].
The cervical musculature contributes approximately 80%
of the overall stability of the head/neck segment [25] and
may therefore have an important protective role in injury
reduction [26–29]. The cervical musculature’s reflex and
voluntary contractions when the head is submitted to an
impact are thought to protect against excessive movement,
absorb energy of impacts, and reduce post-impact kinematic
responses by changing the head/neck segment’s stiffness and
viscosity [30, 31].
Previous studies in the sporting [32, 33] and automotive
environments [34, 35] have assessed a variety of variables
to better understand the musculoskeletal behaviour of the
head and neck when the head is submitted to low magnitude
impacts. Variables included displacement and acceleration
of the head [29, 34], stiffness [31], and neck muscle activity [33, 34]. Covariate effects of neck strength or awareness (‘bracing for impact’) on these variables have also been
investigated [32, 34], as have the association between these
parameters and concussion risks or head impact magnitudes
[28, 36].
However, there is limited evidence to suggest an association between cervical musculature capacities and head or
neck injury risk reduction [19, 33, 37]. A better understanding of cervical musculature capacities and the effects of variables such as neck strength is required to develop preventive
strategies and reduce injuries and/or their consequences for
athletes.
The aims of this review were therefore to (1) compare
and contrast methodologies that have utilised a mechanical perturbation to the head to assess head/neck dynamic

responses of living human participants; (2) report on magnitude, validity and reliability of the methodologies; and (3)
describe covariates that may influence head/neck response.

2 Methods
This systematic review was registered with the International
Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO)
on 7 December 2016 and was last updated on 27 February
2017 (registration number CRD42016051057). Guidelines
for the reporting of systematic reviews (PRISMA: Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
[38]) and observational studies (STROBE: STrengthening
the Reporting of OBservational studies in Epidemiology
[39]) were followed. The PRISMA and STROBE guidelines
contain checklists that were utilised for the conducting and
reviewing of the included studies.

2.1 Search Strategy and Eligibility Criteria
The title search field was alternately filled with text words
arranged into combinations of [neck OR head OR cervical OR spine] AND [perturbation OR whiplash-like OR
impact OR startle OR impuls* OR stability OR reflex OR
stiffness]. The search strategy limited database results to
academic journals, reviews, dissertations, and conference
papers. The systematic search of the databases yielded
24,616 articles (see Fig. 1) available online to July 2018
through PubMed (N = 4525), Web of Science Core collection (N = 6,529), SPORTDiscus with full-text [EBSCO;
1992–2016] (N = 401), ScienceDirect (N = 2062), Scopus
(N = 5770), MEDLINE [OvidSP; 1946–present] (N = 3892)
and CINAHL [EBSCO; 1997–2016] (N = 1437). A comprehensive search of included articles, review of reference
lists, and citation tracking on Google Scholar were utilised
to identify additional relevant articles (N = 32). Duplicates
were excluded at different stages of the screening process,
resulting in 8974 references being retained.
All publications identified were initially screened by publication title and abstract to identify eligibility. There were
no restrictions by study design or type of setting; reliability
studies and studies with a limited number of participants
were included. Articles were included if they were published
in English or French; full text was available describing the
methodology and device utilised; the intervention consisted
of applying a direct perturbation to the head; and a quantitative assessment of the head/neck response to the perturbation was provided. Studies were excluded if the intervention
applied a perturbation to the body, or if the population of
interest was not living adult humans.
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Fig. 1  Flow of identification, screening, eligibility and inclusion for the literature review of head/neck dynamic response to head perturbation.
PMHS post-mortem human subjects

2.2 Assessment of Publication Quality

2.4 Statistical Analyses

All studies that met the inclusion criteria were assessed for
quality by two authors on the basis of the STROBE checklist
[39, 40]. For this review, quality was described as confidence
that the study design, conduct and analysis minimized bias
in estimation of the outcome measures. Initial agreement
between the two authors was strong (Pearson’s r = 0.97)
and all disagreements were discussed until consensus was
reached.

Summary measures of head/neck dynamic response to
perturbation were undertaken for all studies and variables
describing head/neck response. However, due to the heterogeneity between studies and inconsistency in reporting
methods, these measures were not reported in this review.
For these reasons, and therefore the lack of adequate sample
size, a meta-analysis was not able to be performed.

2.3 Data Extraction and Treatment
The type of perturbation application, population and associated covariates, and the conditions of perturbation, were
extracted from the articles. Two co-authors reviewed the
data and came to a consensus on any extracted data requiring
clarification. Methodological characteristics are summarised
in Table 1, while Table 2 presents the synthesis of the effects
of covariates on head/neck dynamic response. The results
are written as a narrative [41], taking care in reporting to
minimise bias by ensuring the study quality did not influence
the objective analysis of the methods used.

3 Results
3.1 Article Selection and Quality Assessment
Inclusion and exclusion criteria were used to select articles
based on title (N = 461) and then abstract (N = 192). Overall,
19 articles (15 journal articles [29–33, 42–51], two conference papers [52, 53] and two Master’s theses [54, 55]) were
finally reviewed and data were extracted for analysis based
on consensus by two authors. The Master’s theses were
included because they included an article manuscript [54]

Population

Schmidt et al. [33]

Eckner et al. [29]

Simoneau et al. [31]

Healthy adults. Females,
N = 3; males, N = 4 (57%).
23.5 years
Contact-sport athletes (soccer, ice hockey, US football, martial arts, wrestlers, lacrosse). Females,
N = 22, 15.0 ± 4.4 years;
males, N = 24 (52%),
16.3 ± 5.0 years. 8–30 years
High-school and collegiate football players.
Males, N = 49 (100%),
18.55 ± 1.15 years

Healthy adults. Females,
N = 93; males, N = 77 (45%).
Young adult (18–24 years),
middle-age (35–44 years),
elderly (62–74 years)
Reid et al. [30]
Young adults. Females,
N = 1; males, N = 7 (87%).
18–23 years
Corna et al. [42]
‘Normal’ participants. Females,
N = 3; males, N = 7 (70%).
22–49 years (N = 7 ‘normal’
participants among these)
Mansell et al. [32]
NCAA collegiate soccer players. Females,
N = 19, 19.16 ± 0.90 years;
males, N = 17 (47%),
19.21 ± .92 years
Tierney et al. [50]
Physically active population. Females, N = 20,
24.2 ± 4.1 years; males,
N = 20 (50%), 26.3 ± 4.3 years
Fukushima et al. [44] Young adults. Males, 10
(100%), 24.0 ± 5.2 years

Load-dropping studies
Foust [43]

References

Weight of cable and landing
surface, not given

Weight of cable and landing
surface, not given

Anticipated, unanticipated (in
that sequence)

Anticipated, unanticipated (in
that sequence)

Weight of cable and landing
Level of awareness not mentioned. Pull from the forehead surface, not given
or at maxilla level
Unanticipated
2.22, 4.44, 6.67, 8.89 N (randomized)
Weight of cable and landing
Unanticipated, anticipated
surface counterbalanced by
with maximum isometric coan opposite spring
contraction (in that sequence)

Anticipated, unanticipated (in
that sequence)

Flexion, extension (randomized)

Flexion, extension (randomized)
Extension
Flexion, extension (in that
sequence)
Flexion, extension, lateral
flexion (L), rotation (R) [not
randomized]

Flexion, extension (randomized)

1% BW

3.21–3.97 J (2.5% BW mass
from 15 cm)

0.15–0.78 J (1 kg from 1.5 to
8 cm, depending on BW)

0.49 J (1 kg from 5 cm)

11.77 J (3 kg from 40 cm landing on a spring)

1.47 J (1 kg from 15 cm)

1.47 J (1 kg from 15 cm)

<0.1 J (impulsive momenta:
0.236–0.432 kg.m/s, 2 kg
from < 3 mm)

Weight of cable and landing
surface, not given

Unanticipated, during movement. Active resisting or
passive motion

Rotation

0.98—potentiallya 24.5 J (0.5–
2.5 kg from 20 to 100 cm)

0.45–0.89 J (455 g from 10
to 20 cm depending on the
participant)

Energy

Weight of cable and landing
surface, not given

Various levels of awareness,
and various instructions

Extension

57 g

Preload

Unanticipated

Conditions

Flexion, extension

Directions

Perturbation characteristics

Table 1  Methodologies that have used a mechanical perturbation to the head to assess head/neck dynamic responses
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Population

Debison-Larabie [54] Ice hockey players, Varsity and
competitive leagues. Females,
N = 8, 20.60 ± 1.30 years;
males, N = 8 (50%),
22.13 ± 1.55 years
Alsalaheen et al. [51] Recreationally active young
adults. Females N = 10; males
N = 9 (47%). 22.5 ± 1.7 years
(range 18–25)
Quick-release studies
Ito et al. [45]
‘Normal’ adults. Females
N = 2; males N = 8 (80%).
21–49 years
LDP. Males N = 4 (100%).
29–34 years
Corna et al. [42]
‘Normal’ participants. Females
N = 3; males N = 7 (70%)
[range 22–49 years]
LDP. Females N = 2; males
N = 4 (67%). 35–73 years
(N = 10 ‘normal’ participants,
with 4 LDP among these)
Ito et al. [46]
‘Normal’ adults. Females
N = 3; males N = 7 (70%).
23—49 years
LDP. Females N = 2; males
N = 4 (67%). 29–68 years
Portero et al. [52]
Healthy adults. Females N = 2;
males N = 8 (80%). 30.6 years
Portero et al. [49]
Healthy adults. Females
N = 2; males N = 11 (85%).
27.1 ± 3.2 years
Portero et al. [48]
Healthy adults. Females
N = 2; males N = 6 (75%).
31.7 ± 2.6 years

References

Table 1  (continued)

Anticipated, unanticipated
(order not reported)

Unanticipated

Unanticipated, during movement

Unanticipated, with passive
motion or active resisting (in
that sequence)
Unanticipated release

Extension

Extension (supine)

Flexion, rotation

Extension (supine)

Flexion, extension (randomized)
Flexion, extension (randomized)
Flexion

Anticipated, unanticipated

Flexion, extension, lateral flexion (L&R) [randomized]

Unanticipated release

Unanticipated

Conditions

Directions

Perturbation characteristics

Not applicable

No preload

Submaximal isometric force
Not applicable
levels (from 20 to 70% MVC)

6 submaximal isometric force
Not applicable
levels (from 20 to 70% MVC)
8 submaximal isometric force
Not applicable
levels (from 10 to 80% MVC)

Not applicable

Not applicable

Kinetic energy equalling 3% of
the subject’s body mass

2.21 J (1.5 kg from 15 cm)

Energy

Females: 2 kg
Males: 3 kg

No preload

Preload (0.91 kg), no preload
(in that sequence)

Weight of cable and landing
surface, not given

Preload
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24.5 J is the potential maximal value if the maximum height and weight were used as the study did not provide details as to the combination of height and weight

SD standard deviation, L left, R right, LDP labyrinthine-defective patients, MVC maximal voluntary contraction, BW body weight, NCAANational Collegiate Athletic Association

a

Data are expressed as mean ± SD

No preload, no weight
Extension, 45° rotated extension
Females N = 5. Males N = 4
(44%), age not given
Vasavada et al. [53]

Unanticipated

Not reported (maximum force
transmitted to the head:
12.7 ± 1.2 N)
Not reported
No preload, no weight
Flexion, extension (randomized)
Females N = 1, 29 years; males
N = 1 (50%), 23 years
Lucas [55]

Unanticipated

1.66 J (pendulum of 4 kg on a
45 cm, 25° string)
No preload, no weight
Anticipated, unanticipated
(randomized)
Extension

Preload
Directions

Conditions

Direct-impact studies
Kuramochi et al. [47] Healthy adults. Males, N = 9
(100%), 22.6 ± 4.1 years
(19–30)

References

Table 1  (continued)

Population

Perturbation characteristics

Energy
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or presented details on the apparatus [55] used in subsequent
research [53].
All studies were cross-sectional experimental studies except for one cohort study [33]. Several items of the
STROBE list were not applicable to experimental designs
and were therefore excluded from the analysis. Some items
were also not applicable to specific studies (i.e. item #12b
“(b) Describe any methods used to examine subgroups and
interactions” when no subgroups were analysed). The scores
are presented as percentages to account for varying numbers of items across studies (see electronic supplementary
Table S1).
Quality scores based on STROBE criteria for the included
studies presented a median score of 79% and ranged from
25 to 95%. The introduction and discussion were generally well-documented and gave high scores for most studies according to the STROBE criteria. While the abstracts
usually provided an informed and balanced summary of
the study methods and results, the titles lacked a clear indication of the study design. Improvements in the rigor of
reporting results might explain the lowest scores (≤ 61%)
for the studies published before 1997 [30, 42, 43, 45, 46].
One Master’s thesis [55] and one conference abstract [53]
published after 1997 also had low scores. Other studies published after 1997 (score ≥ 75%) had their STROBE score
reduced because they did not explain the study size or report
participant characteristics.

3.2 Methodologies
Methodological approaches utilising a mechanical perturbation to the head to assess head/neck dynamic responses (see
Table 1) included load dropping (11 publications) [29–33,
42–44, 50, 51, 54], quick release (6 publications) [42, 45, 46,
48, 49, 52], direct impact to the head via a pendulum [47],
and a motorized impactor [53, 55]. One study [42] reported
outcome measurements for both load-dropping and quickrelease methods.
3.2.1 Load Dropping
Eleven studies [29–33, 42–44, 50, 51, 54] involved the sudden dropping of a load to induce head perturbation (see
Fig. 2). This methodology was utilised with athlete populations [29, 32, 33, 50, 54] to investigate head/neck dynamic
responses in traffic accidents (i.e. whiplash injury research
with healthy adults) [43, 44] or to examine human neck
reflex mechanisms [30, 31, 42, 51].
The load-dropping perturbation occurred by the impact of
a free-falling weight on a landing surface that was connected
to the head via a non-extensible cable and a head harness
[29, 30, 32, 33, 50, 51, 54], a headband or strap [31, 43, 44],
or a plate held between the teeth [42] (see Fig. 2). The cable
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Fig. 2  Load-dropping method on neck extension. a The participant sustains a generally static light load, with an optional preload mass. b The
weight is released and falls onto the landing surface. c The impact created pulls on the participant’s head

Fig. 3  Illustration of the quickrelease method in flexion as
described by Portero et al. [48,
49, 52]. a Isometric contraction
followed by b the sudden and
unexpected release of the cable
leads to forward head motion

ran through a height-adjustable pulley to ensure the force
was applied perpendicular to the head/neck segment. The
weight was either manually released [33] or via an electromagnet [31, 42, 43, 54]. Only two studies utilised a safety
stop to limit the displacement of the head set at 2.5 [29] or
10 cm [44] from its initial position. All load-dropping studies investigated participant’s responses in a seated position.
Participants were static before the perturbation application
in the majority of studies, while in one study [42] participants were actively moving a weight.
3.2.2 Quick Release
Six publications [42, 45, 46, 48, 49, 52] reported the use
of quick-release methods for the assessment of head/neck
segment dynamic properties. Testing conditions involved
relaxed neck muscles [45, 46], isometric submaximal
contraction [48, 49, 52], or a loaded dynamic movement
[42]. In each case, the head was attached via a cable that
was suddenly, and unexpectedly, released (see Figs. 3, 4).

Fig. 4  Illustration of the quick-release method as described by Ito
et al. [45, 46]. a Participants lay supine with their head resting in a
sling in a slightly flexed position. b The sling is released and the head
free falls to an extended position onto a cushioned landing surface

Participants were healthy [48, 49, 52] or presented labyrinthine deficiency [42, 45, 46].
3.2.3 Direct Contact
Three of the included studies involved a direct impact to the
head, either with a ball on a pendulum to produce an impact
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to the forehead and force neck extension [47], or with a linear motor that impulsed a hit at the vertex of a helmet worn
by participants [53, 55].

3.3 Factors to Consider for Assessment of Head/
Neck Dynamic Responses
3.3.1 Torso Restraint
To prevent upper body movement and ensure that only neck
muscles contributed to the movement, participants were
reportedly restrained in a chair by a harness or strap at scapular, torso and/or lower trunk levels, in most, but not all [51,
54], of the studies included. Two studies [51, 54] utilised a
second investigator to check body position throughout the
assessment. However, it has been reported [56] that neck
isometric force production varies according to the location
of the restraint on the torso. It is therefore recommended
that a standardized thoracic restraint location at the level of
the spine of the scapula be utilised to prevent upper body
movement.
3.3.2 Instructions
As is often the case in experiments involving human participation, variability can arise from the instructions given
to participants [57]. In the articles included in this review,
when participants were asked to react to the perturbation, the
instructions utilised were reported to be ‘resist the load at its
onset’ [32], ‘as soon as’, [50] or ‘once they feel the tug’ [33,
51], ‘maintain the head still’ [31], or ‘right their head’ and
‘resume tracking as quickly as possible’ [42, 46]. Analysis
of the effects of different instructions on reaction times and
computed neck stiffness [30] showed that muscle latency
decreased from 90 ms when the participant was instructed
to ‘resist as desired’, and to 25 ms when the participant was
instructed to ‘resist the tug as soon as possible’. Neck stiffness reportedly doubled when the participant was instructed
to ‘resist as much as possible’ when compared with ‘resist
as much as desired’ [30].
Other studies [42, 45–47, 53, 55] assessed passive
motion, where participants moved freely [53] with the perturbation without resisting. Passive motion, compared with
active resisting, showed greater head displacement and peak
velocity, as well as reduced muscular activity in healthy participants [42, 46]. In the active quick-release studies by Portero et al. [48, 49, 52], the authors reportedly chose to study
head movement in the first 15–30 ms, preceding reflex and
voluntary muscle reactions, and thus suppressing the need
for instructions. The use of instructions was not reported in
the other studies [29, 43, 44, 54].
Researchers should be aware of the variability induced by
instructions, and choose to study active resisting or passive

motion depending on their research question. In a sporting
situation, it is more relevant to study active resisting as it is
a human reflex to maintain the head in an upright position
[42, 46]. To facilitate adequate comparison between studies,
it is recommended that researchers systematically report the
instructions given to their participants. Additional research
is needed to determine the effects of the instructions on head
kinematics and muscular response. This would give insights
as to the best way to react to an unexpected head impact in
order to minimize head/neck response.
3.3.3 Preloading
Included studies reported that the amount of preloading
influences head/neck response [31, 48, 49, 51, 52]. Therefore, depending on the load, participants must sustain before
the onset of the perturbation, their consequent kinematics
might vary. It is important for studies to report the preloading weight to facilitate comparison between studies. As head
kinematics are also influenced by head inertia [31], it is recommended that future experiments measure and report on
the anthropometrics of the head and neck (e.g. head mass,
head-neck segment length) and the weight of the headpiece
worn by participants.
3.3.4 Anticipation Conditions
In a sporting context, head impacts and whiplash-like injuries can be sustained with or without the athlete being able
to anticipate it [58]. Bracing for the impact allows an anticipatory co-contraction of the neck muscles to help reduce the
consequences of the perturbation [31]. Therefore, depending
on the sport or situation being investigated, studying head/
neck responses to both anticipated and unanticipated perturbations is recommended. All but one study [44] reported
the participant’s level of anticipation. All the quick-release
[42, 45, 46, 48, 49, 52] and four load-dropping tests [31,
42, 43, 53] were performed with participants systematically
unaware of the onset of the perturbation. Other studies [29,
30, 32, 47, 50, 51, 54] explored the effects of anticipation on
head and neck responses (results are summarized in Table 2
and in Sect. 3.5.4), except for one study [33] where these
were not reported or commented on.
The order of the conditions varied across the studies that
tested both conditions. The anticipated trials were often
performed first to let participants safely accommodate the
impact [32, 33, 47, 50]. It is hypothesized that most experiments performing anticipated trials systematically before
unanticipated trials chose to ensure participants’ safety and
comfort by doing so. However, this familiarization might
bias the unanticipated behaviour as the perturbation level is
not completely surprising [50].
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In an unanticipated trial, any noise or movement associated with the release of the perturbation mechanism can
potentially influence the onset of muscular activity, be it
voluntary or reflex [30, 42]. Therefore, noise and visible
movement produced by the devices should be limited. Several protocols actively blocked visual and auditory cues by
closing the eyes [45–47, 54], wearing blackened goggles
[32, 33, 50, 53], masking the perturbation device [43], and/
or noise-cancelling devices [32, 33, 47, 50, 53].
3.3.5 Analysis of Multiple Trials
Most studies included in this review reported that participants performed at least three trials for each condition and
averaged the results of all trials. Some studies discarded the
data from the first trial [33, 51] or the first three trials [55]
of each series “to eliminate a possible exaggerated neuromuscular startle response during the first exposure”. Indeed,
in the first unanticipated trial, especially when there have
been no previous anticipated trials, a ‘startle’ phenomenon
can occur [59]. Siegmund et al. [59] defined this as a rapid
protective response to an unexpected transient perturbation,
the first exposure often evoking an exaggerated response.
This reaction is typically a co-contraction of muscles, to
stiffen the joints and protect against excessive movement.
In simulated rear-end collisions, research has reported large
reductions in neck muscle activity between the first and
subsequent exposures [60, 61]. The reduction of the startle
phenomenon with repeated exposures is called habituation
[60]. Although it has never been studied in experiments with
direct head perturbation, four of the reviewed studies [30, 32,
45, 47] mentioned the habituation phenomenon. Reid et al.
[30] measured a drop of 50% in the stiffness between the first
and second trial and attributed this to participants realizing
that the tug was not harmful and that they could relax. Ito
et al. [45] noticed greater muscular activity for the first trial,
as well as a more pronounced eye blink, while Mansell et al.
[32] measured 40% differences in head accelerations and
muscle onset latency between two test sessions separated by
approximately 10 weeks. In contrast, Kuramochi et al. [47]
suggested no habituation of the reflex response.
This raises several questions about averaging data from
the first to the last trial, or excluding the first trial entirely.
Despite a potential advantage of reducing variability, averaging across all trials would not be adequate if the data are
obviously trending in a direction due to habituation. However, excluding the first trial could rule out useful information [59, 61], especially in the study of unanticipated head
impacts, where the analysis of the first trial only might be
preferred. In conclusion, more research is needed to determine the evolution of head/neck response with trial sequence
in head perturbation experiments. Researchers are also
advised to associate their choice of methodology with their

research question as all methodologies would provide different but useful information.
3.3.6 Body Position, Direction and Location of Force
Application
Most, but not all [45, 46, 53], studies included in this review
investigated head/neck response in a seated or supine position with the head in a neutral position. However, head
impacts in sport rarely occur in such positions [62]. Studies
have reported that body [63] and head position [64, 65] influence neck force production. For validity purposes, future
research should capitalize on head impact mechanisms and
determine appropriate location and direction of impacts, as
well as the body and head position, to replicate these conditions in the laboratory.
While most studies [30, 31, 33, 43, 44, 51, 54] applied the
perturbation to the forehead for flexion, or occiput for extension, some [32, 50, 53] chose to apply it to the vertex of the
head or had participants holding a plate between their teeth
[42]. However, Fukushima et al. [44] studied the effect of a
horizontal force applied at the forehead or maxilla level on
cervical vertebral movements. The results supported Reid’s
reported findings that head movement is a combination of
translation and rotation [30, 44]. When the head is forced
backwards by a horizontal force, the cervical spine adopts
an S-shape, with flexion of its upper part and extension of its
lower part [44]. This phenomenon, termed ‘cervical retraction’ [44, 66], is even more pronounced when the perturbation is applied at the maxilla level when compared with a
forehead application; therefore, it can be expected that the
results would be different if applied at the vertex.
3.3.7 Mechanical Loading
The energy of the impacts was not reported in studies utilising the load-dropping [29–33, 42–44, 50, 54] and directimpact [47, 53] methods. One study [51] reported that the
energy of the impact was chosen to equal 3% of the participant’s body mass. The energy of the impacts could be
calculated from the provided data when the height of fall
and weight were provided, using the conservation of energy
theorem. The resulting energies ranged from < 0.1 J to
potentially 24.5 J (see Table 1). The majority (69%) of the
studies [30–32, 42, 44, 47, 50, 53, 54] utilised the same
energy for every participant, while other studies varied the
weight [29, 33] or fall height [43, 51] based on participants’
body weight. Only four studies [32, 47, 50, 54] presented
comparable test conditions (non-normalised results for
unanticipated perturbation in extension without preload in
adult males without specific training). This included two
studies with the same level of energy [32, 50], and one
study [47] that did not report any common variable with the
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others. Therefore, the effect of impact energy on head/neck
response could not be assessed. Because all load-dropping
and direct-impact methods allow for control of the energy
and the impact speed (by varying the weight, falling height,
or motor speed), evaluating head/neck responses over a
range of impact magnitudes and speeds would be possible.
While ensuring these magnitudes and speeds remain within
safety limits, there is the potential to estimate the different
responses over a range of various impact magnitudes.
The calculation of energy provides information about the
impact but does not account for the dampening properties
of the apparatus [29, 44]. This includes shock absorption
properties of the impacting components [43, 44], tension
of the cable, stretchiness and fitting of the headpiece [29].
Dampening of the perturbation modifies the force that is
transmitted to the head, and most likely influences head
kinematics [44]. It has been shown in rugby-related concussion research that hard-to-hard surface contacts (such as
head-to-head, head-to-elbow) cause more head injuries than
hard-to-soft contacts (such as head-to-upper body or headto-lower leg) [62], making impact dampening a key factor
for preventing injuries.
All load-dropping studies measured the force transmitted
to the head with a force transducer to determine perturbation onset time or neck stiffness [31–33, 50, 67]. However,
this was only partially described in three studies [32, 44,
50], with the impact force reported to average 50 [32, 50]
to 200 N [44]. The characteristics of the force transmitted
to the head, its magnitude, loading and unloading rates, and
total duration, may have an influence on head kinematics and
neck muscle reaction. It is also reasonable to accept that if
participants are bracing for impact, and stiffening their neck
instead of moving with the perturbation, the force will be
higher and transmitted over a shorter duration. As a result,
it is impossible to estimate the mechanical load that is actually applied to the head, limiting interstudy comparisons
and analysis of the results. It is recommended that future
studies provide information about dampening factors and
real dynamic loading, indicating the peak force, time to peak
force, and variability of these values.

3.4 Magnitude, Reliability and Variability of Head/
Neck Dynamic Response Variables
3.4.1 Magnitude
Eighteen different metrics have been utilised to report
head/neck dynamic responses to perturbation, with the
most frequent being neck muscle latency (nine studies,
18.6–88.0 ms) [32, 33, 42, 43, 45, 46, 50, 51, 54], neck
stiffness (seven studies, 147.2–721.9 N/rad, 14–1145.3 Nm/
rad) [31–33, 48–50, 52], and linear head acceleration (four
studies, 0.2–3.8g) [42, 45–47].

Most, but not all [47, 48, 51, 52], studies recorded head
kinematics using two-dimensional [32, 33, 50] or threedimensional motion capture [29, 53, 54], accelerometers
[30, 42, 43, 45, 46, 49], angular velocity sensors [31], or
cineradiography [44]. The reported head kinematic variables varied greatly across studies and included linear and/
or angular peak accelerations, decelerations, velocities or
displacements and time to peak acceleration.
Sampling frequency of the included studies varied
between 60 and 1500 Hz. However, Ito et al. [46] reported
a time to peak acceleration as low as 9.9 ms. Because
of this finding, the sampling frequency for head/neck
response measurements should be at least 200 Hz, according to the Nyquist theorem [68]. Furthermore, for realtime head impact measurements, it has been recommended
[69] that the acceleration sampling frequency should be at
least 500 Hz. For laboratory tests, where the impacts are
not as demanding, the range of sampling frequency should
be more than 200 Hz. However, it is recommended to consider higher frequencies to ensure adequate measurement
of kinematic extrema and prevent ruling out important
data, especially if efforts are made to limit dampening of
the impact.
The choice of variables was infrequently justified, but
some kinematic metrics have been suggested to be associated with concussion [70–72], occurrence of whiplash injuries [54], or brain tissue deformation [29, 73]. Linear and
angular motions have different effects on brain injury mechanisms [15] and the movement caused by a direct perturbation
to the head is a combination of translation and rotation [44].
Therefore, it is recommended that both linear and angular
parameters are reported in future studies. When reporting
linear parameters, it is also recommended that authors indicate the location of the point where they are measured, or
project them to the estimated head’s centre of gravity [29].
Several composite injury metrics have also been proposed, associating several variables [74, 75], but no study
included in this review utilised these metrics to characterize head/neck response to a perturbation. It is important
to acknowledge that despite peak linear and angular head
accelerations being the most commonly reported variables
in studies of head impacts [67, 76], there is no individual
metric that is unequivocally accepted as being associated
with brain injuries [77–79].
Experiments often included surface electromyography
(EMG) for the measurement of muscle activity [30, 32, 33,
42, 43, 45–47, 50, 51, 53–55]. A few studies did not record
muscular activity by EMG [29, 31, 48, 49, 52], and one
study [44] used EMG to control the participant’s relaxed
state before perturbation. Authors rarely reported peak [32,
50, 51] or mean [32, 47, 50, 51, 54] muscle activity, while
all papers presented muscle onset latencies. Latencies were
calculated utilising various methods, such as a change of
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magnitude by visual analysis [30, 43] or the precise calculation of activity threshold [33, 51].
Each of the seven studies that investigated musculotendinous stiffness utilised either variations of Eq. (1) [30, 32,
33, 48–50, 52], or a more complex mathematical model to
compute stiffness and viscosity [31]. Equation (1) identifies
that F is the force applied on the body and δ is the displacement produced by the force.

k=

F
𝛿

(1)

Despite reasonably similar protocols [31–33, 50], the
comparison of stiffness results across studies is limited.
Stiffness was reported using either force [32, 50] or torque
[31, 33] measurements, and was normalized for some [33],
but not all [31, 32, 50], studies by participants’ body weight.
A few studies normalized head kinematics [29] or neck
stiffness [33] by participants’ body weight [29, 33] and
height [33], presuming there is a relationship between stiffness and body characteristics. This relationship is explained
by the mathematical model utilised by Simoneau et al. [31]
that describes stiffness as a generator of torque acting against
gravity and perturbation forces [31]. From Newton’s second
law of motion, stiffness is expressed indirectly as a function of head and neck length and head mass, which can be
estimated from body height and weight [31, 32, 44, 50].
Data normalization reduces intersubject variability, and it is
therefore recommended that future studies normalise data,
especially when comparing populations.
3.4.2 Reliability
Only two studies [49, 50] reported the reliability of the perturbation methodology providing test–retest results. Tierney [50] reported intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs)
of 0.98 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.72–0.92) for head
kinematics, 0.92 for neck muscle peak activity, 0.72 for muscle onset latency, and 0.96 for force measurement with the
load-dropping method. Portero et al. [49] reported an ICC
of 0.81–0.96 and a standard error of measurement (SEM)
of 0.9–2.2 Nm/deg for neck stiffness with the quick-release
method.
3.4.3 Validity
Over one football season, one study [33] compared the associations between head/neck response to perturbation and real
head impacts measured using the Head Impact Telemetry
System (HITS). It was reported that increased stiffness of
the flexor muscles was associated with reduced odds of sustaining moderate and severe head impacts (odds ratio [OR]
0.68, 95% CI 0.48–0.96). Reactivity in the flexor muscles,
i.e. faster contraction of the cervical musculature, was also

associated with decreased odds of sustaining severe head
impacts (OR 0.68, 95% CI 0.49–0.95) [33]. Being able to
limit head angular displacement during perturbation testing
has limited the effects on the odds of sustaining higher magnitude impacts during sports participation (no ORs reached
statistical significance) [33].
Load dropping and direct impact appear to be valid methods to replicate head impacts in sports. The main mechanisms reported for head injury in sports were direct hits to
the head [16], either by another participant [80–82], a moving object [83], or the environment [58]. Pendulum [47] or
motors [53, 55] were utilised to push the head, physically
representing the head being hit. Furthermore, both methods involving pendulum or motor allowed the immediate
release of the load after its application, permitting the head
to move freely. For these reasons, these methods appear to
recreate the most realistic sports-related head impacts. The
load-dropping method produces less-realistic impacts as the
head is being pulled. The resulting head motion might be
similar but it is unclear how the sensory stimulus of feeling a
push or a pull influences neck muscular response [45]. Additionally, after the load has been dropped, it is maintained
throughout the duration of the trial, and head movement is
forced along the straight line formed between the head and
the load, leading to less realistic conditions. However, when
compared with the direct-impact methods, the load-dropping
methods allow easy measurement of the load that is applied
to the head.
In comparison, the quick-release methods do not represent an appropriate on-field situation as this method has been
designed to isolate and study specific fundamental responses
of the head/neck system [42, 45, 46, 48, 49, 52]. Specifically,
the quick-release methods utilised by Portero et al. [48, 49,
52] focused on characterizing passive musculotendinous
stiffness during the 15–30 ms immediately after perturbation onset. This has the effect of inhibiting active dampening
of the perturbation that occurs when the neck muscles contract reflexively or voluntarily. Sport scientists are interested
in the whole head/neck response to head impact, and this
involves muscular onset. However, the passive characteristics as described by Portero et al. might have an effect on
head kinematics in the event of an unanticipated impact,
when the muscles are not activated quickly enough to prevent from sudden movement.
Other quick-release methods studies [42, 45, 46] have utilised this to characterize the effects of vestibular-collic and
stretch-induced cervico-collic reflexes. The primary functions of these reflexes are to stabilize the head in space and
on the trunk, respectively [42]. These studies identified that
vestibular and stretch reflexes exhibited approximately 25 ms
and approximately 65 ms latencies, respectively [42, 45, 46].
Therefore, the quick-release methodologies [48, 49, 52] are
not suitable for simulating sport-related head impacts, but
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can provide valuable information on passive characteristics
and human reflex mechanisms.
The head was most often forced into extension or flexion. Each direction of motion activates muscles that may
present different characteristics, but inconsistency in the
methodologies and reporting across the studies prevents any
conclusions from being drawn. The choice of perturbation
directions was justified in one study [33] based on the sport
that was investigated. However, real-life head impacts rarely
follow the anatomical planes [84], and the choice of flexionor extension-only perturbation warrants further discussion
but is outside the scope of this review. The approach utilised
by Schmidt et al. [33] in terms of composite metrics (the
results summed across flexion and extension conditions) in
assessing non-direction-specific characteristics is proposed
as a solution but also warrants further investigation.
There is limited human field-based evidence on the directional effects of concussion, although animal research and
numerical modelling identify that direction of head motion
influences brain response and injury risk [72, 85, 86]. Additional research is warranted to determine which neck muscles are involved in counteracting injurious head impacts,
and the direction in which to test in future perturbation studies. Additionally, most of the reviewed studies applied a linear load directed to the head’s centre of gravity, generating
mostly linear accelerations. Because it has been suggested
[15] that rotational accelerations play a major role in concussion injury, future experiments focusing on rotational movement would provide useful additional information.
Sports-related head impacts are usually characterized by
linear and angular accelerations, and mean magnitudes for
concussion have been estimated at 99g and 5777 rad/s2 [76].
Examination of the studies included in this review showed
that the linear and angular accelerations reported did not
exceed 4 g [29, 42, 45–47] and 42 rad/s2 [32, 50, 54], or
4.2% and 0.7% of the estimated mean concussive accelerations, respectively. In addition, 4g is less than half the common threshold of 10g, under which impacts are considered to
be non-contact events and are excluded from analysis [79]. It
is unknown if the results from the included studies hold true
for greater magnitudes. More work is needed to determine
if the laboratory tests are valid when compared with real
head-impact characteristics, not only in terms of acceleration magnitudes but also of duration and loading rate. To the
authors’ knowledge, neuromuscular characteristics, impact
forces and stiffness have never been measured in vivo and
would provide researchers with useful information to help
determine if laboratory experiments are realistic. Finally,
despite peak linear acceleration being commonly reported
in the head impact literature [76], there is currently no consensus that this is the most appropriate variable to describe
head/neck responses to real-life head impact with regard
to concussion risk [71, 87]. It can be hypothesised that the

lack of a validated variable led to that level of discrepancy
in the reporting of head/neck responses. Well-designed
prospective studies are warranted to investigate head/neck
dynamic responses to real-life head impacts as risk factors
for concussion.

3.5 Covariates to Consider in Protocols
and Analyses of Head/Neck Response
In all the perturbation investigations included in this review,
participant populations varied in terms of sex (44–100%
males), activity level (competitive athletes to non-sporting
participants), age (8–74 years), and conditions of perturbation application such as anticipation and preloading
(see Table 1). The effects of these covariates are reported
in Table 2 for the 13 studies that reported information on
covariates. Studies not shown in Table 2 [30, 42, 44, 45, 53,
55] did not report any analysis of the covariate effects.
3.5.1 Sex
Some studies [43, 50, 54] reported males had slower reflex
times when compared with females. It was also reported that
female muscles were able to start contracting more promptly,
although this is not corroborated for all directions of perturbation [54]. Females also seem to be able to decelerate their
head motion faster and stronger than males [43]. However,
it has been reported [50, 54] that despite contracting earlier,
or at the same time, and using an equal or greater proportion of their muscular abilities, females exhibited more head
angular acceleration and displacement and similar velocities
[29]. This is consistent with Newton’s law of acceleration as
for a given force application, less head mass correlates with
greater acceleration, and women displayed less head mass
when compared with men [50]. Reduced neck strength and
stiffness were also reported for females, and may be related
to their smaller amount of muscular tissue [50, 54]. Mansell
et al. [32] did not observe any sex-related differences, and
attributed this to the level of physical activity of participants. Participants were soccer players, trained in heading
the ball, and might have had greater neck neuromuscular
capacities when compared with a less active population. The
authors [32] suggested this would have reduced the differences between the sexes.
To date, there is no consensus on sex as a risk factor for
concussion [19], but there is evidence that sex differences
do exist in the outcomes of concussion [88]. Until more
research is undertaken to identify if neck dynamic properties
are risk factors for concussion, it is difficult to use sex differences for practical preventive applications, but they should
be considered as a modifying factor for head/neck dynamic
response to perturbation.
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Table 2  Effects of covariates on head/neck dynamic response to perturbation in 13 studies that reported covariates such as sex, age, anthropometrics, anticipation, preloading, peak or rate of force/torque
Covariate; study, method

Effects of the covariate

Sex
Debison-Larabie [54], load dropping

Females have ↓ neck volume, ↑ HC/NC ratio, ↑ ang acc (Lflex, flex), ↑ latencies (opposition SCM, SPN, SCL in
Lflex, opposition SCM, SCL in ext), ↓ latencies (all muscles in flex), ↑ muscular activity (SPN, SCL-R in flex,
SCM, SCL in ext), ↓ muscular activity (SCM, SCL-L in flex), ↑ muscular activity in the reflex time period

Eckner et al. [29], load dropping

No effect on peak lin and ang vel

Foust [43], load dropping

Females have ↓ latencies, ↑ head deceleration, ↓ time to peak deceleration

Mansell et al. [32], load dropping

No sex differences in kinematics, EMG or stiffness

Tierney et al. [50], load dropping

Females have ↑ ang acc, ↑ ang disp, ↑ muscle activity (peak and area), ↓ latencies (SCM, trap in ext), ↓ stiffness

Age
Eckner et al. [29], load dropping

Effect of age on peak lin and ang vel (p < 0.001)

Foust [43], load dropping

Elderly age group has ↑ muscle latencies, ↑ time to peak deceleration

Ito et al. [46], quick release

No correlation between age and muscle latencies

Anthropometrics
Debison-Larabie [54], load dropping

Weak to no relationship between HC/NC, neck volume or TNV and head ang acc

Eckner et al. [29], load dropping

↑ CSA (SCM) = ↓ lin and ang vel in extension, ↑ NC = ↓ lin and ang vel for all directions

Foust [43], load dropping

No effect of stature

Schmidt et al. [33], load dropping

All players, larger SCM and SSC = ↑ oddsa

Alsalaheen et al. [51], load dropping

No association between NC or SCM CSA and neuromuscular response

Isometric peak force/torque
Eckner et al. [29], load dropping

↓ Lin vel for ext, flex (p < 0.01, 0.42 < R2 < 0.63); ↓ ang vel for ext, flex, rot (p < 0.01, 0.43 < R2 < 0.66)

Schmidt et al. [33], load dropping

All players: equal o ddsa between high and low performers (lin acc and H
 ITSP). For linemen, stronger Lflex and
comp: ↑ oddsa

Alsalaheen et al. [51], load dropping

No association between peak force (flex) and neuromuscular response

Rate of force/torque development
Eckner et al. [29], load dropping

↓ Lin vel for ext, flex (p < 0.05); ↓ ang vel for ext, flex, rot (p < 0.05)

Schmidt et al. [33], load dropping

All players, higher ext RTD: ↑ odds of sustaining severe impacts. For skill players, higher flex, ext, Lflex, comp
RTD: ↑ oddsa

Alsalaheen et al. [51], load dropping

No association between RFD (flex) and neuromuscular response

Anticipated compared with unanticipated
Debison-Larabie [54], load dropping

↓ Muscular activity in Lflex (1.4%)

Eckner et al. [29], load dropping

↓ Head lin (12.3%) and ang (9.7%) vel across all directions (p < 0.001)

Mansell et al. [32], load dropping

↓ Ang displacement (ext: 23%, flex: 25%), ↓ SCM peak activity (18%)

Tierney et al. [50], load dropping

Males only: ↓ ang acc (25%)

Alsalaheen et al. [51], load dropping

↑ Pre-impact muscular activity (SCM), ↓ onset latency (SCM). No effect on average and peak muscular activity
and time to peak muscular activity

Ito et al. [46], quick release

↓ Peak head lin vel

Kuramochi et al. [47], direct impact

↓ Muscular activity (SCM, ext)

Preloading
Portero et al. [49], quick release
Portero et al. [52], quick release

↑ Head ang disp (0.94 < R2 < 0.99)
↑ Stiffness (0.45 < R2 < 0.68)

Portero et al. [48], quick release

↑ Stiffness (R2 = 0.74)

Simoneau et al. [31], load dropping

↓ Peak ang vel, (− 18.2% to − 19.9%), ↓ time to peak ang vel (− 15%), ↑ stiffness (+ 29.8% to + 36.3%), ↑ viscosity
(+ 27.4% to + 31.0%)

Alsalaheen et al. [51], load dropping

↑ Pre-impact muscular activity (SCM), ↑ average post-impact muscular activity, ↓ onset latency (SCM). No effect
on peak muscular activity and time to peak muscular activity

HC head circumference; TNV total neck volume, CSA cross-sectional area, NC neck circumference, EMG electromyography, ang angular, lin linear; acc acceleration, vel velocity, disp displacement, RTD rate of torque development, SCM sternocleidomastoid, SSC semispinalis capitis, SPN
splenius capitis, SCL scalene, SCL-R right scalene, SCL-L left scalene, trap trapezius, flex flexion, ext extension, Lflex lateral flexion, rot axial
rotation, HITSP head impact telemetry severity profile, comp composite, ↑ indicates increased, ↓ indicates decreased

a

Odds of sustaining moderate or severe head impacts compared with mild head impacts [33]
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3.5.2 Age
There appears to be an age effect on neck strength and
head/neck response to perturbation. Younger (high school
or younger) [29] and elderly [43] participants exhibited
less neck strength, higher linear and angular velocities or
increased muscle latencies when compared with young
and middle-aged adults. There does not seem to be an age
effect for participants 18–50 years of age [43, 46]. There is a
potential interaction between sex and age, with the strength
capacities of adult males and females peaking in the middleage and young adult categories, respectively [43].
3.5.3 Anthropometrics, Neck Strength and Force
Development
Stature did not influence head/neck dynamic response [43].
Head and neck dimensions, including muscle volume, might
have a slight effect on head kinematics [29, 54] but not on
neuromuscular response [51]. However, it seems that larger
cervical muscles decrease perturbation kinematics [29], but
increase the odds of sustaining high-magnitude head impacts
during football play [33].
Six studies [29, 32, 33, 43, 50, 51] assessed isometric
neck strength or rate of force development (RFD). These
parameters were tested for their effects on the dynamic
response to perturbation. There were significant correlations (r = 0.417–0.657) between neck strength and linear and
angular head velocities in most directions of perturbation
[29]. Other studies [32, 43, 50] have not tested the direct
association between neck strength and head kinematics,
but from the limited data available for quantitative analysis (not reported here) there were contradicting trends. In
the study by Tierney et al. [50], the results suggest potential relationships between isometric neck strength and peak
angular acceleration (r2 = 0.90), displacement (r2 = 0.99)
and stiffness (r2 = 0.70), but these trends were not seen in
other studies [32, 43]. Corroborating the absence of relationship, in an intervention study of 36 soccer players [32],
a significant increase (15%, p < 0.001) in isometric neck
strength achieved by resistance training did not alter the participant’s reactive muscle activity or head kinematics. This is
further supported by the absence of an association between
isometric peak force and neuromuscular response [51].
Furthermore, in the only study [33] investigating real-life
head impacts, football players with significantly (p < 0.001)
stronger, larger necks had equal odds of sustaining higher
magnitude head impacts during games when compared with
players with weaker, thinner necks (ORs ranging from 0.88
to 1.65) [33].
While there does not seem to be an association between
RFD and neck neuromuscular response [51], Eckner et al.
[29] identified that a higher RFD reduced head kinematics in

several directions. This is further illustrated by two studies
utilising the same perturbation protocol, which showed that
trained soccer players [32] exhibited less head angular acceleration than physically active participants [50]. This suggests
that specific soccer training such as heading the ball might
influence head/neck dynamic responses by enhancing neuromuscular control. Because of methodological and reporting
differences, it is not possible to verify if this holds true with
football [33] or ice hockey players [54]. Future research is
warranted to investigate how various neck strengthening and
conditioning exercises could improve stiffness and muscle
reactivity, which have been shown to be associated with a
reduction in the magnitude of real-life head impacts [33].
In conclusion, it is unclear if cervical strength influences
head/neck dynamic responses and real-game accelerations,
and if these influence the incidence of concussions. Several studies [32, 33, 37] have recommended neuromuscular training, such as plyometrics, to stimulate short-latency
force production, enhancing motor control mechanisms and
joint dynamic stabilization. Future research is warranted to
investigate the effects of muscular short-latency force production, as well as fatigue on neck muscle capacities, and
how these impact on the response to perturbations and the
risk of concussions.
3.5.4 Anticipation Conditions in the Studies
The effects of anticipation on head motion are contradictory,
with studies reporting similar [32, 47, 54] or decreased [29,
32, 50] head acceleration, velocity, and displacement when
compared with unanticipated perturbations. Neck stiffness
showed no significant (p > 0.05) difference between anticipation conditions [32, 50]. Neck muscle activity was reduced
when participants braced for the impact in most [32, 47,
54], but not all [50, 51], studies. Muscle onset latency was
reduced [51], as well as being more efficient [30] (i.e. meaning the participant postponed muscle activity until immediately prior to the onset of the perturbation) when participants
knew of the perturbation onset [30]. Anticipation (‘bracing
for the impact’) reduces head/neck response, but the relevance of studying unanticipated response depends on the
sport and the situation being investigated.
3.5.5 Preloading of Perturbation
In the load-dropping studies, participants had to sustain a
certain load before the onset of the perturbation, which consisted of the weight of the cable, and the landing surface [30,
32, 42–44, 50, 51, 54]. A spring was utilised in one study
[29] to counterbalance the initial static force applied to the
participant’s head, but the spring characteristics were not
reported. Preloading weights were also utilised to simulate
active bracing by increasing neck muscle contraction [31,
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33, 51] and study its effects on head kinematics, neck viscoelastic properties [31] and neuromuscular response [51].
It has been reported [31] that pre-perturbation loading is
positively associated with increased muscular activity [31,
51], neck stiffness and viscosity [31], and decreased head
kinematics [31] and muscle onset latency [51]. These results
are further supported by quick-release experiments [48, 52]
where neck stiffness was dependent on the torque applied
before release.

4 Conclusions
Methods utilised in testing neck/head dynamic responses
to perturbation included load dropping, quick release, and
direct contact with the head. Based on validity, ease of use
and configuration, the best method for the simulation and
study of sport-related head impacts appears to be the directimpact method via pendulum. However, this method does
not allow the measurement of the force transmitted to the
head during perturbation, making the calculation of neck
stiffness challenging. For this reason, the load-dropping
method is recommended.
The magnitude of perturbation should be kept under 4 J
for the safety of participants if no dampening system is used,
and future research should investigate how the magnitude
influences head/neck response.
There was inconsistency in the variables chosen to
describe head/neck dynamic responses to perturbation.
Studies reviewed reported different head kinematics, neck
neuromuscular variables, neck stiffness, and viscosity. Due
to discrepancies in experimental protocols and reporting
processes, it was not possible to summarize the results quantitatively. As a result, a narrative analysis was performed to
summarize the effects of covariates.
When undertaking research, it is recommended that age
should be a consideration, especially if the population is
outside of the 18–50 years age range as youth and elderly
populations present notably weaker head/neck responses.
Other modifying factors include sex, neck force production
and neuromuscular control. It is also recommended that
future research reflects on body and head position, direction
of perturbation, and anticipation conditions with regard to
the characteristics of the sport under investigation.
Dynamic responses such as neck stiffness and muscle
onset latency have been identified as possible risk factors
associated with head injuries or high-magnitude head accelerations, but, to our knowledge, this has only been shown
in one study [33]. In the case of a foreseeable impact, the
capacity of a player to brace for the impact seems to be
key, as shown by several studies reporting reduced head kinematics in association with bracing by anticipation and/or
preloading. As the investigators also measured an increase

of pre-impact muscular activity in those cases, it is hypothesized that increased muscle contraction increases neck
stiffness, leading to reduced head kinematics. The capacity
to quickly produce a great amount of strength at the right
moment to absorb the impact might be the key characteristic involved, but the evidence is scarce and conflicting [29,
33, 51]. Further research is warranted to identify head/neck
dynamic response variables related to injury risk.
In summary, each methodology can provide useful information on the head/neck dynamic response. However, the
validity and relevance of these methodologies when compared with in vivo impact measurement still needs to be
addressed. Reports on head/neck response should include
neck muscle latency (ms), neck stiffness (N/rad or Nm/rad)
and linear (g) and rotational (rad/s2) head accelerations,
given the suggested validity of these metrics with respect to
concussion risks. Modifying factors for head/neck dynamic
response that need to be considered are anticipation and participants’ age, sex, and sports participation.
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